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Angular 5 template ngif else

In this tutorial, we will see the instructions ngIf. We'll find out how we can use it to show or hide parts of our corner application. Also, we will find out how ngIf commands differ from using hidden attributes. This is an affiliate link. We may receive commission for purchases made through this link. When we get the basics,
we will turn to more advanced topics such as using other conditions of the ng-template and logic operators. Finally, we will look under the hood and see, how the angle actually uses the ngIf command. stand by? Let's get started! What does ngIf do? NgIf is very useful if you want to show or hide parts of your app based
on the conditions. For example, we can have a simple flag in our components:example.component.tsimport { Component } from @angular/core' @Component({ selector: 'app-example', templateUrl: './example.component.html', styleUrls: ['.example.component.css], }) Export Class ExampleComponent { show: boolean =
true }Based on that flag, certain HTML elements are added or removed from DOM:example.component.ts&gt;Show this all the time&amp;lt;/p&gt;&amp;lt;p*ngif=show&gt;Show only if show is true gt;Also, this condition also applies to all elements of children of elements that have ngIf
instructions:example.component.ts&lt;p&gt;Show this all time&amp;lt;&gt;&lt;div *ngif=show&gt;&gt;lt;p&gt;Show only if show is true &amp;lt;/p&gt;&amp;lt;/div&gt;NgIf is the InstructionsNgIf is the instruction. This means, it can be added to any tag in your template. This includes regular HTML-tags such as the p-tags
shown above as well as angle component selectors. &amp;other-component *ngif=show&gt;&amp;lt;/other-component&gt; NgIf vs hidden first vision, ngIf instructions angle seems the same thing as binding on HTML5 hidden attributes. So why do we need two ways to do the same?&lt;p [hidden]=!show&gt; Show this
only if shows are true &amp; lt;/p&gt;Because they actually do two completely different things. While the hidden attributes really hide the chosen parts of the DOM, just like the display property: no CSS, the elements that still sit in the DOM. The ngIf angulars command eliminates completely the selected part of the DOM.
The great advantage is, that this method does not interfere with any CSS-Style-sheet at all. It just removes anything. Check out Null with ngIfAnother's very useful ngIf Channel app is when you need to check if the property is bound is null before displaying some of its properties. For example, displaying a box with user
information will not make sense if there is no information to display. Usually this will cause an empty box to be shown. This is a link We may receive commission for purchases made through this link. With the help of ngIf instructions, we can hide this box at all, if the corresponding property is null or infined anyway.
Avoidance Not being able to read the property mistakes InstructionThe ngIf can be very useful preventing errors Unable to read undefined property, too. Perhaps we use property-bound sub-properties. For example a username. Accessing this property if the user is not defined will cause an error. But by checking the
user's properties to cancel before using its properties will prevent it.&amp;lt;p *ngif=user&gt; {{user.name}} &lt;/p&gt; Logical operatorThe ngIf instructions also support logical operators, just like the usual JavaScript if the statement will. Logic NO (!) To incur variable boolean values, we can use non-operators (!). A block
marked is later indicated when the variable is false.&amp;p *ngif=!show&gt; Show this only if show IS NOT true &amp;lt;/p&gt;Logic AND (&amp;)We can also chain two or more statements together using the AND operator (&amp;). Again, just like on JavaScript, the statement is only true when all the values chained are
true, too. So a marked block is only shown when all values are true. For example A AND b needs to be true:&amp;lt;p *ngif=a&amp;&amp;b&gt; Show this only if DAN b is true &amp;lt;/p&gt;Logic OR (|||) Just like the AND operator, the OR operator is used for chain one or more statements together. The difference with
the OR operator is, that only one statement needs to be true for a true overall statement, too. Marked block is indicated, if either a or b is true:&amp;lt;p *ngif=a || b&gt; Show this only if B is true &amp; lt;/p&gt; Working with others like we are used for other programming languages, ngFor angle commands also allow us to
declare other blocks. This block is indicated if a statement defined in the main block occurs as false.&lt;div *ngif=show; else notShow&gt;&amp;lt;p&gt; Show this only if the show is true &amp; lt;/p&gt;&amp;lt;&gt;lt;ng-template #notshow=&gt;&gt;Show this only if showing untrue &amp; lt;/p&gt;&gt;/ng-template&gt;Note,
that other blocks need to be ng-template. Ng-template is a special element interpreted by the angle and does not have a colleague. This means, these tags are not included in the final HTML results, but only its content. We need to use ng content, because a normal div will be taken by the browser and given all the time.
Also, we need to give that block id (#notShow) so that we can refer to it in our ngIf commands as otherblok.-block. NgIf also has later in some rare cases, it may be useful to have ngIf instructions from the actual block of results. This will allow us to quickly change the outcome of the block, by simply referencing another
ng-template. For that reason, the instructions of ngIf angles also had property at that time. &amp;lt;ng-template *ngif=show;then showBlock; else notShowBlock&gt; &lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;ng-template #showblock=&gt;&gt;&gt; Show this only shows are true &lt;/p&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;ng-template
#notshowblock=&gt;&gt;lt;p&gt; Show this only if show is not true &amp; lt;/p&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;However, this is not a normal way and not the recommended way to do this, unless you really need a dynamic swapping. Personally, I've never used this before. Syntax hidden ngIf and ng-templateLast but not least, we
will look under the hood. As it turns out, sweet syntax with *asterisk is just sync sugar. What these instructions are done internally, converting its contents to a common bond. Also, it packs its content with additional ng templates. For example, this template is &amp;lt;p *ngif=show; else notShow&gt; Show this only if show
is true &amp; lt;/p&gt;&amp;lt;ng-template #notshow=&gt;&gt;lt;p&gt; Show this only if show is not true &lt;/p&gt;&amp;lt;/ng-template&gt;changed to this internally:&amp;lt;ng-template [ngif]=show [ngifelse]=notShow&gt;&gt;lt;p&gt; Show this only if showing is true &lt;/p&gt;&amp;lt;/ng-template&gt;&amp;lt;ng-template
#notshow=&gt;&gt;P&gt; Show this only if show is not true &amp; lt;/p&gt;&gt;/ng-template&gt;You can use one of these methods. They have the same outcome. But notice, that you can save a few lines with the first method. Personally, I only used the first method and didn't see the latter to use anywhere. ConclusionIn
this tutorial we find, how can we use the power of ngIf command in our angle application. This is an affiliate link. We may receive commission for purchases made through this link. I hope you like this article. If you do, please share it with your friends! Happy Coding! To begin with, Angular 9/8/7 Ngif works as usual if only.
It will evaluate the phrase and it will show or hide elements based on the outcome of that assessment. Next, Angle will simply remove or add a DOM node. It will be in line with the change of expression if that is likely. You need to know that Ngif's basic syntax is effective and simple. Here you need an asterisk
prefimination (*) with the name of the instruction. Then you can put it in a template, wherever you want to have it. Well, we'll definitely address why using an asterisk as we explore ngIf in Angular.Using ngIf is not difficult in Angular 9/8/7, it's pretty simple and simple. You just need to add an asterix symbol (*) along with
syntax ngIf. * + ngIf = *ngIfInclude this *ngIf instructions in your Angular template. We will provide details on why we use syntax asterisk, soon. As far as using *ngIf is concerned, there are 4 main ways. We will start with the first basic form below:@Component({ selector: 'My application', template: '&lt;div
*ngif=userLoggedIn&gt;Users &gt;Users &gt;strong&gt;Hello&amp;lt;strong&gt;&gt;div;gt; ', }) export of AppComponent Class = We can go for an expression similar to JavaScript to get the final value to deliver to *ngIf. We can also take the help of various operators and various variables to make it easier for us. Using
Multiple Logic Operators with NgIf in Angular 9/8/7Following is a method where we can play with *ngIf in An Angle of 9/8/7:Using NO Logic (!) Operator with NgIf in Angular@Component({ selector: 'my-app', template: ' &lt;div *ngif=!userLoggedIn&gt;Login, &lt;strong&gt;user&lt;/strong&gt;&lt;/div&gt; ', }) export
AppComponent Class { userLoggedIn = fake; } Use a Logic Controller and (&amp;) with NgIfCheck Angular out &amp;examples; operator in the with *ngIf.@Component({ selector: 'my-app', template: ' &amp;type input=checkbox [(ngmodel)]=checked&gt;&lt;input type=checkbox [(ngmodel)]=checked2&gt;&amp;span
*ngif=checked &amp;&amp; checked2&gt;Show this text when both checkboxes are checked!&amp;lt;/span&gt; ', }) export of AppComponent classes { warning ('Check both checkboxes to show messages') }Using Logic OR (||) Operator with Angular NgIfCheck out || example of the operator in Angle with
*ngIf.@Component({ selector: 'my-app', template: '&lt;div *ngif=x == 5 || y == 5&gt; Angle Logic || Test &amp; lt;/div&gt; ', }) export Class AppComponent { x = 5; y = 9; } We have presented several examples for your reference. We hope you understand the various ways to perform *ngIf.Let's examine some interesting
examples below. Let's explore the other *ngIf in the next Angular. Another statement is an excellent addition to Angular 9/8/7. It has its roots in Angular JS. There's nothing complicated about this though. If this is the execution of another. It's as simple as it gets. In JS Angle it used to mess with templates because you
had to deny expressions to have other parts. Or we had to use instructions like ng-hide and ng-show to get the same thing done. We don't have to navigate through any such complications yet thanks to Angular if other instructions are. Let's take a look at how we can explore other statements inside the component
template to ensure that the rendering flow is in the control.@Component ({ selector: 'my application', template: '&lt;div *ngif=userLoggedIn; else userloggedOut&gt; Hello Users &amp; lt;/div&gt;&amp;lt;ng-template #userloggedout=&gt;User Hello, Login&amp;lt;/ng-template&gt; ', }) export of AppComponent class {
userLoggedIn = false; The good thing about this setup is that you can use this for rampant components or mountains based on conditions. There are 2 things to keep in mind here. First and badly, #userloggedOut, template resource variables. You can choose any name you find interesting here. Next we will address
&amp; lt;ng-template&gt;. You may be familiar with the &amp;template&gt;, equivalent in HTML5. Moreover, it is considered a virtual. In fact, have &amp;template&gt;inspired &lt;ng-template&gt;. It is part of the Angular V2-V4. Moreover, now it has been depreciated thanks to &amp; lt;ng-template&gt;. We have
mentioned that it is considered a virtual. As a result, the content no longer exists until you need it in the doM that is sorted. It will depend on the outcome of the ngif else expression assessment. The angle will use the content when needed and replace it. Well, it's as simple as it gets. We're talking about virtual containers
here. It won't any womb is unless it is ready. Well, before we explore the others, we need to deal with the asterisk* business that we promised earlier. Okay, here we need to deal with Angular If syntax sugar. Let's see:&lt;div *ngif=userLoggedIn&gt; User Hello &lt;/div&gt;Following our latest discovery, we can say for sure
that it coincides with &lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/template&gt;&lt;/template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;/ng-template&gt; selector: 'my application', template: ' &lt;ng-template [ngif]=userLoggedIn&gt;&lt;div&gt; Hello Users. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;', }) Export AppComponent Class {



userLoggedIn = correct; } Angles will be responsible for converting * ngif syntax to what we are just looking at, stretching the system. Besides, we both know that it's not a monitored solution. However, it will tell you more about how [ngIf] plays. Here we are deft to the syntax binding of the treasure here. Moreover, yes, it
shows that we will be able to deliver ngIfThen, ngIfElse and *ngIf in the same way:&lt;ng-template [ngif]=userLoggedIn [ngifelse]=userloggedOut&gt; Hello User&lt;/ng-template&gt; &lt;ng-template #userloggedout=&gt;User Login &lt;/ng-template&gt;Well, we don't need to jump ahead in this fashion. We still don't cover
ngIfThen.Here we move *template ngIf outside. That's all that's meant. What is this interest? Well, it offers increased flexibility in certain use cases. We'll be able to change the reference to the template to then dynamically. Alternatively, in other words, we will &lt;ng-template&gt;swap if necessary. However, one must bear
in mind that it is a less frequent use. The best thing about this approach is that you will be able to produce more descriptive if/then/one more segment. Here we explore priorities and case as stated by already.@Component({ voter: 'my &lt;ng-container *ngif=isLoggedIn; then userloggedIn; user elseloggedOut&gt;&lt;/ng-
container&gt; template: '&lt;ng-template #userloggedin=&gt;&lt;div&gt; User Hello &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;ng-template #userloggedout=&gt;&lt;div&gt; Please Log In &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;', }) export the AppComponent class { userloggedIn = correct; } Here the thinking in the flow of reality has become
accustomed to syntax. It aligns with our thoughts, like this: ngIf = circumstances? then : other; Choosing the former ng is an option in this case. Well, we make sure that the DOM nod is not given until the template has been given. Additionally, when using later blocks, the content included in the opening and closing tags
is ignored. We have described the same thing in the example above involving &lt;ng-container&gt;. &lt;ng-container&gt;. &lt;/ng-container&gt;&lt;/ng-container&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;
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